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The Eye with Ears – A Symbol-Based Aid
in Medical Teaching
Alexander Salava
ABSTRACT
Visual clinical examination forms the diagnostic basis in skin-related
conditions and is an essential element in medical teaching. The author
describes a symbol-based aid to explain the dichotomy of factual observed
findings with the information based on medical history: The Eye with Ears.
It represents the two most relevant aspects in clinical examination of skinrelated conditions and helps to clarify the contrast between the actual
observation with information based on the context or past medical history.
With the described aid, the author believes to have improved the quality of
the teaching clinical examination and that it has functioned as a practical
help for medical students’ and residents’ professional development.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Visual clinical examination forms the diagnostic basis
when dealing with skin-related conditions and comprises
essential elements that need to be learned in medical
education [1]. As skin related conditions are frequent causes
of consultations in primary care, dermatology not only
reflects a small subspecialty; it should be regarded as a key
curricular component in clinical examination [2]. The “skin
approach” is based on visual observation; the physician
looks for signs and symptoms (morphology), recognizes
patterns and gathers information (visual inventory) [3].
However, the importance of all findings needs to be
weighted and appreciated in light of the patient history,
context and dynamics of the specific problem [4]. The
process has multiple visual and cognitive levels, but for
novices the difference of observation and inference is
pivotal to understand for a similar observation, the
diagnostic meaning can vary considerably (differential
diagnoses, alarm signs etc.) [5]. Thus, the patient with a
skin-related condition needs to be examined by integrating
the observable skin changes (factual) with other
information, which is mainly acquired by listening (patient
history).
Visual observational skills have undergone a renaissance
in medicine in recent years [6], [7]. Many institutions of
higher education accept the training of visual observation as
an important content of the curriculum; often linked to the
dermatology course [8], [9]. In undergraduate teaching there
have been some publications on the role of art in improving
observational skills and on the use of perceptual learning
modules [10]. It has become clear that visual diagnostic
skills are strongly based on conceptual learning (as opposed
to declarative and procedural learning), can be learned, and
are not simply based on habituation or experience [11].
Nevertheless, teaching clinical examination on patients with
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skin-related conditions remains a challenge and is still
deficient of a simple systematic framework.
II. TEACHING INNOVATION
The author has been teaching skin-related clinical
examination to undergraduate medical students since 2015
at the University of Helsinki, Finland. The teachings have
included voluntary 2-week courses for 4th year medical
students with practical training of observational skills in an
art museum and bedside clinical examination of patients. In
addition, teaching of clinical examination (bedside and in
small groups) has been an integral part of the obligatory
course of dermatology for 5th year medical students.
During the teachings, the author has used a symbol-based
aid to explain the dichotomy of factual observed information
with the medical history-based information: The Eye with
Ears. With the described aid, the author believes to have
improved the quality of the teaching clinical observation and
that it has functioned as a practical aid for the professional
development of medical students and residents.
The Eye with Ears symbol consists of a central human
eye, with two small human ears attached on the upper sides
of the eye. It represents the two most relevant aspects in
clinical examination of skin-related conditions and helps to
clarify the contrast of observed information with the
information based on the context and past medical history.
Here, the eye represents the visual information, which is
observed during clinical examination: skin changes and
morphology, pattern recognition and localization. On the
contrary, the ears symbolize contextual information, which
needs to be acquired via different channels, mainly by
listening, contextualizing, and obtaining the past medical
history.
With the symbolic presentation, the aim is to concretize
the fact that similar observations can lead to multiple
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conclusions and need to be interpreted in the light of the
entire clinical situation. The ears are also used to represent
important aspects that are hidden from the eyes of the
physician but need nevertheless to be considered when
interpreting findings: imitating or masquerading diseases,
differential diagnoses, visual and cognitive bias etc.
III. CONCLUSION
The Eye with Ears symbol can be used on lecture slides or
attached to patient cases, in bedside teaching or during
group works as a reminder and memory aid to point out the
essential difference between visual information (what we
see with the eye), contextual information (what we hear in
the patient’s past medical history) and inference. In the
experience of the author the greatest educational advantage
is achieved when the symbol is showed repeatedly in
intervals (e.g., during presentations of complicated patient
cases) or highlighted when a specific problem of clinical
examination is discussed (difficult or large amount of
findings, conflicting clinical pictures, discrepancy of skin
changes with other clinical information).
By repeatedly presenting the Eye and Ears symbol the
teacher can help to shift the focus of students to the “skin
approach” and the difference of observation and inference is
visually pointed out. This may be of practical importance
during teaching of clinical examination in skin-related
conditions as the great challenge in visual observational
skills is the lack of concrete structure in the actual process of
examination. Furthermore, the described symbol helps
students to memorize the most important pitfall of visual
observation, which frequently occurs to novices during
clinical examination of patients with skin-related conditions.
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IV. LESSONS FOR PRACTICE
- Visual clinical examination is an essential element in the
practice of medicine and needs to be taught in undergraduate
education.
- The author describes a symbol-based aid to explain the
dichotomy of factual observed information with information
based on medical history: The Eye with Ears.
- The aid may improve the quality of the teaching clinical
examination and function as a practical help for medical
students’ and residents’ professional development.
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